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 Fraunhofer diffraction  

 Fraunhofer diffraction obtains as long as both the incoming and outgoing 
waves approach being planar over the extent of the diffracting  apertures . 

 

 
 

 

And finally, 

 

Let     

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then   

 

And the irradiance is, 

If R>>D then, the field at P due to 
the differential segment of the source 
dy is, 

  

We can expand r(y) as 

 

Substitute r in the above equation 
gives,   

  

 



 

where 

 

 

1st:       When  Ө=0.0 ,    sinβ/β=1  and    I(Ө)=I(0)        ( which 
correspond to the principle maximum). 

So the irradiance resulting from  coherent source in Fraunhofer 
approximation is, 

 

 

There is symmetry about the y-axis,   

since (β  =πD/λ),    when    D » λ, 

the irradiance drops extremely rapidly as Ө deviates from zero. This 
arises from the fact that (β becomes very large for large values of length 
D (a centimeter or so when using light). 

notice that 

 if Finally, a relatively long coherent line source (D >> λ) can be 
envisioned as a single-point emitter radiating  predominantly in the 
forward, Ө=0, direction: in other words, its emission resembles a circular 
wave in the xy-plane. In contrast, notice that  if λ >> D,β is small, sin β = 
β  and I(Ө)=I(0).  The irradiance is then constant for all Ө  and the line 
source  resembles a point source emitting spherical waves. 

Fraun hofer diffraction by a slit or elongated narrow rectangular hole 
(Fig. 2).  



 

An aperture of this sort might typically have a width of several hundred λ 
and a length of a few centimeters. The usual procedure to follow in the 
analysis is to divide the slit into a series of long differential strips {dz by 
l) parallel to the y-axis, The problem has been reduced to that of finding 
the field in the xz-plane due to an infinite number of point sources 
extending across the width of  the slit along the z-axis. We then need only 
evaluate the  integral of the contribution dE from each element dz in the  
Fraunhofer approximation. But once again, this is equivalent to a 
coherent line source, so that the complete solution for the slit is, as we 
have seen, 

 

Where 

 

   Note  that here the line source is short, D = b, β is not large, an although 
the irradiance falls off rapidly, higher-order subsidiary maxima will be 
observable.  

The extrema of I(Ө) occur  at values of β  that cause dl/d β  to be zero,  



 

The irradiance has minima, equal to zero, when sin β = 0,  

whereupon  

β=±π, ±2π, ±3π,... 

   and   

 

The solutions to this transcendental equation can be  determined 
graphically, as shown in Fig. 3. The points of  intersection of the curves 
f1(β) = tan β with the straight line f2(β)=β are common to both. 

Only one such extremum exists between adjacent minima, 

I(0) must have subsidiary maxima at these values of  

β= ± 1.4303π, ±2.4590π, ±3.4707π ...). 

 

 



 

 

The Fraunhofer diffraction  pattern of a single slit. 

 

Example: 

 

Solution: the ratio is, 

 

The angular width of the central maximum is defined  as the angle 
∆Ө between the first minima on either side. 

∆Ө=2λ/b 

It follow that the central maximum is spread as the slit width is 
narrowed. 



Example 2: 

 

 

 

The above equation is valid for far field diffraction i.e. 

L>>b2/λ 

A more general approach leads to commonly stated criteria for far 
field diffraction in the form 

L>>aperture area/λ 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Double Slit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The double‐slit setup  
 Double-slit geometry 

A double‐slit pa ern (a = 3b).( 



 

 

Figure 1 

In Fraunhofer approximation, the total field distribution is, 

 

C is constant,  and F(z)=sin[wt-(k(R- z sin Ө)]. 

By integration 

 

With    α = (ka/2) sin Ө  and, as before,       β= (kb/2) sin Ө.  

This is just the sum of the two fields at P, one from each slit. 

The distance from the first slit to P is R, giving a phase contribution of —
kR. The distance from the second slit to P is (R — a sin 0) or (R — 2α/k), 
yielding a phase term equal to ( - kR + 2α), as in the second sine function. 
The quantity 2β is the phase difference (kΛ) between two nearly parallel 
rays, arriving at a point P on a, from the edges of one of the slits. The 
quantity 2a is the phase difference between two waves arriving at P, one 
having originated at any point in the first slit, the other coming from the 
corresponding point in the second slit.  

Simplifying, 



 

And the irradiance, 

 

1st:  If the Ө = 0 direction (i.e., when β = α = 0), 

I0 is the flux- density contribution from either slit, and  

         I(0) = 4I0                            is the total flux density.  

The factor of 4 comes from the fact that the amplitude of the electric field 
is twice what it would be at that point with one slit covered.  

2nd:  If  b becomes vanishingly small (kb « 1), then (sin β)/β = 1,  

 the equation reduces to the  flux-density expression for a pair of long line 
sources, that is, Young's Experiment.  

If on the other hand α = 0,  

the two slits coalesce into one,  a = 0,   and Eq. becomes  

          I(0) = 4I0(sin2 β)/β2.  

This is the equivalent of Equation for single- slit diffraction with the 
source strength doubled.  

 

We might then envision the total expression as being generated by a  

cos2 α  interference term modulated by a (sin2β)/β2 diffraction term.  

If the slits are finite in width but very narrow, the  diffraction pattern 
from either slit will be uniform over a broad central region, and bands 
resembling the idealized Young's fringes will appear within that region. 

  



At angular positions (Ө-values) where β= ±π, ±2π, ±3π,...  

diffraction effects are such that no light reaches the screen, and clearly  

none is available for interference. At points on a where  

             α = ±π/2, ±3π/2, ±5π/2,...  

the various contributions to the electric field will be  completely out-of-
phase and will cancel, regardless of the actual amount of light made 
available from the diffraction process.  

The irradiance distribution for a double-slit Fraunhofer  pattern is 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 The curve is for the particular case in which a = 3b (i.e., a = 3β). You can 
get a rough idea of what the pattern will look like, since if a = mb, where 
m is any number, there will be 2m bright fringes (counting "fractional 
fringes" as well)* within the central diffraction peak  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Diffraction by many slit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

where 

 

 

 

 

The total irradiance is 



 

Or 

 

 

The flux density is 

 

Note that I0 is the flux density in the Ө = 0 direction emitted by any one 
of the slits and that  

                      I(0) = N2I0. 

 In other words, the waves arriving at P in the forward direction are all in-
phase, and their fields add constructively. Each slit by itself would 
generate precisely the same flux-density distribution.   

Superimposed, the various contributions yield a multiple-wave 
interference system modulated by the single-slit diffraction envelope.  

The principal maxima occur when  

(sin Nα/sin α) = N, that is, when α=0, ±π, ±2π,... or equivalently when  

        α=(ka/2)sinӨ,  a sinӨ= mλ   with m=o, ±1,±2,… 

 This is quite general and gives rise to the same Ө-locations for these 
maxima, regardless of the value of N > 2. Minima, of zero flux density, 
exist whenever                                  

                         (sinNa/sin a)2 = 0  

or when 



 

Between consecutive principal maxima (i.e., over the range in α of π) 
there will therefore be N — 1 minima. And, of course, between each pair 
of minima there will have to be a  subsidiary maximum.  

The term (sin Na/sin a)2, which we can think of as embodying the 
interference effects, has a rapidly varying numerator and a slowly varying 
denominator. The  subsidiary maxima are therefore located  
approximately at points where sin Na has its greatest value, namely, 

 

We can get some idea of the flux density at these peaks by rewriting 

             

where at the points of interest | sin Nα| = 1.  

For large N, α is small and sin2β~ β2. 

At the first subsidiary peak α = 3π/2N, in which case 

 

 

and the flux density has dropped to about 1/22^ of that of the   

adjacent principal maximum. 

 Since (sin (β)/β for small (β varies slowly, it will not differ from 1 
appreciably,  close to the zeroth-order principal maximum, so that  

            I/1(0) =1/22  

 This flux-density ratio for the next secondary peak is down  to 1/62 



, and it continues to decrease as a approaches a value halfway between 
the principal maxima. At that symmetry point, α=π/2, sin a = 1, and the 
flux-density ratio has its lowest value, approximately l/N2.  

Thereafter α > π/2, and the flux densities of the subsidiary maxima begin 
to increase. 

 

 

 

 

                            Multiple-slit pattern   (a = 4b, N = 6). 

Problems: 

1-23 from, Frank  L. Pedrotti,S.J., "introduction to optics" Prentice –Hall 
International, INC,  page 347, 
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